
Questions from Robin DeRosa spurred by discussion at the TIDE workshops: 
 

• The enterprising mindset (growth, creativity, empathy): what are the connection points 
with the humanities? What are the friction points? 

• Enterprising mindset summarized as “I can do this and I can make a difference.” How 
can this mindset support work across majors? How can different majors bring content 
and values to the table? 

• If enterprise starts with What, How, and Why, is it an opportunity for programs outside 
of Business to provide the What? And inflect the How and the Why? 

• Can the 4 courses for the certificate be added to a major (such as Art History) to provide 
a possible new Option in certain majors? 

• Can upper-level courses from certain majors (such as Art History) be inflected to speak 
to/critique/engage with the enterprising mindset and then be added into the 
Management option (not just in a huge list of elective possibilities, but as one of a few 
paired content areas)? 

• Can minors be required or highly suggested for the Management Option in order to 
bring in more of the What content? 

• How can TIDE not only serve students outside of BU, but how could it help bring 
enrollments into the low-enrolled upper-level courses in programs that are struggling to 
survive, with the idea that if we lose those programs and the depth and expertise in 
those fields, we will lose the disciplinary diversity that helps our BU majors and 
university thrive? 

• How can TIDE present a model for interdisciplinary collaboration? How does it differ 
from CAMS? Can we start highlighting the different ways interdisciplinary collaboration 
is happening in order to make the models more explicit? What parts of TIDE seem truly 
interdisciplinary, and which could benefit from a more reciprocal or integrated 
structure? 

• Shall we meet again to keep conversation going about how to continue to iterate the 
TIDE program in order to strengthen other university programs and better serve our 
students? What next steps would be useful? 

 
If you have notes from this meeting that you would like to post on this resource page, please 
email them to psu-open@plymouth.edu.  


